conferences with audiomalta
Audio Malta provides you with high quality equipment and
service. Our growing inventory of the latest technology allows
you to communicate your ideas using the best audiovisual
equipment. We offer you affordable prices with on-time
delivery, assembly and same-day haul away.

“

Great equipment to choose from,
Karl is super helpful very
accommodating and helped
make a super event! Thumbs up!
Benji Tabone Grech

“

equipment rentals
PA SYSTEMS
STAGE SET UPS
CREATIVE LIGHTING
LED TV SCREENS
PROJECTORS AND PROJECTOR SCREENS
MICROPHONES
INTERPRETATION DEVICES
LED VIDEO WALLS
IPADS AND LAPTOPS
BACKDROPS AND VIP STANDS
GENERATORS

pa systems
Heard Loud and Clear
PA SYSTEM 2 SPEAKER
PA SYSTEM ON STANDS
PA SYSTEM 4 SPEAKER
PA SYSTEM ON STANDS
PA SYSTEM 6 SPEAKER
PA SYSTEM ON STANDS
PA SYSTEM 8 SPEAKER
PA SYSTEM ON STANDS

stage set ups
The Perfect Platform

DIMENSIONS
2 MTRS X 4 MTRS
4 MTRS X 6 MTRS
4 MTRS X 10 MTRS

creative lighting
Life Just Got Brighter
UPLIGHTERS
Enhance the look of a dance floor or light up the
walls with battery operated uplighters which are
easy to use and remote controlled.

COLD FOUNTAIN
SPARKLERS
Add spectacular visual effects to your event
without any risk of fire, heat or pyrotechnics.

LED ROVING LIGHTS
These lights are compact with a bright LED profile.
The moving yoke emits optics punches in a variety of
effects and colours.

led tv screens
Technology Unparalleled

50 INCH LED SCREEN
55 INCH LED SCREEN
65 INCH LED SCREEN
75 INCH LED SCREEN
85 INCH LED SCREEN

projectors & projector screens
Beaming with Quality

PROJECTOR 2500 ANSI LUMENS

PROJECTOR SCREENS
Projector Screen 180 x 180 Pro
Projector Screen 200 x 200 Pro

COMBO PACKAGES
Projector + screen 180 cm x 180 cm
Projector + screen 200 cm x 200 cm
Projector + screen 400 cm x 200 cm

microphones
High Performance Delivered
CORDLESS HEADSET MICS
Our high performance cordless headset mics delivers brilliant sound and are easy to use. They are a
perfect communication system for the entertainment industry, television broadcasting and public speaking.

CORDLESS MICS
Engineered for professional live sound, our cordless
microphones are all-in-one wireless units best suited
for presenters

LAPEL MICS
Free your hands from holding bulky microphones with
our wireless and lightweight communications system
bringing you convenience for all your meetings and
conferences.

MICS AND STANDS
Our collapsable and portable microphones and
tripod stands are perfect pieces of equipment for
vocal clarity and audibility.

interpretation devices
Bridging Success
The portable Wireless Audio Transceiver (WAT) system consists of an audio transmitter and a set of
receivers, which is perfectly suitable for international conferences requiring multi-language support
and scenic spots holding many different touring parties. When using this system, a tour guide can
introduce scenic sites to his/her touring party by wireless voice or text message, without interfering
other touring parties.

Portable or stationary transmitter
Integrated rechargeable Lithium battery
Easy to use battery charger
LCD display for battery power, channel, volume
UHF and 2.4GHz for international free frequency licence
50-280 meters range from the transmitter to receivers
50-100 independent channels and up to 19 work simultaneously at the same location.
Back with belt clamp for easy carrying
Slim design

led video walls
Pixel Perfection
LED VIDEO WALLS
Our large LED visualisation surfaces are
a new innovative display solution. Great
for product launches, conferences,
weddings, parties to display photos
and videos which deliver high precision
optical messages.

RESOLUTION. AND SIZES
PIXEL PITCH OF 3.91 MM
2 METERS X 2 METERS
2 METERS X 4 METERS
4 METERS X 6 METERS

ipads and laptops
In Touch Wtih Tomorrow
IPADS
A compact solution to display different products and to connect with your audience at any event.

UNIVERSAL TABLET DISPLAY
STANDS
Display stands are a perfect solution for
you to make an impact at your
exhibitions and product launches.

LAPTOPS
Whether your event is an exhibition,
conference, seminar or meeting, we can
provide you with short term laptop hire.

backdrops and vip stands
Creating Higher Standards
A stunning backdrop banner for your guests to be photographed against renders a finishing touch to your
red carpet event.

DIMENSIONS
2 MTRS X 2.1 MTRS
2.4 MTRS X 2.4 MTRS
3 MTRS X 2.1 MTRS
3.4 MTRS X 2.4 MTRS

generators
Expanding Possibilities

GENERATOR 6.5 KVA
Field operation power generation, mobile and portable
power generation great to power small or large scale
events or as a perfect back-up option.

GENERATOR 60 KVA
Our high powered generators with a capacity
of between 60 kVA used for small or large scale
events, at weddings in marquees, buildings construction sites, film sets, hospitals or an emergency
back-upfacility.

GENERATOR 80 KVA
Our high powered generators with a capacity of between 80 kVA used for small or large scale events, at
weddings in marquees, buildings construction sites, film
sets, hospitals or as an emergency back-up facility.
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